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Local gallery calls on artists to paint a chair
for a good cause
By Haley Behre

Decorated chairs will go to the highest bidder in a fundraiser to raise money for Lustgarten Foundation for
Pancreatic Cancer Research.

The Painted Chairs Auction began in 2003 to honor the memory of Wall Township resident Michele Nolan, who
fought pancreatic cancer.

This year’s event, which will be held at Artful Jubilee Gallery Boutique on Union Avenue in Brielle, is calling all
artists to be inspired and paint a chair for the event.

“By calling all artists to be creative, the chair represents the personal loss to pancreatic cancer,” Kathleen
Ferdon, co-coordinator of the event, said, as the chair represents someone missing at the table.

“[The chair] becomes a tribute to them,” she said.

Chairs will be on display in the gallery, with a bid ticket showing the artist’s name
until event day.

Artists should submit regular dining size chairs for the event.

Chairs may be dropped off from June 30-July 13, which is the date for the final
auction and reception.

People can bid on the chairs from July 4-13.

Funds from the event will benefit the Lustgarten Foundation for Pancreatic Cancer
Research, which is dedicated to advancing the scientific and medical research related to the diagnosis,
treatment, cure and prevention of pancreatic cancer.

The final auction day and reception is subject to change depending on the response from the local community.

Artists may drop off their decorated chair from 11 a.m.-4 p.m. from Tuesday to Saturday between Monday,
June 30-Sunday, July 13.

The Artful Jubilee Gallery Boutique is located at 718 Union Ave., in Brielle.
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